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PART I
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THE VOCABULARY PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OP CIVICS
"He is grafting his job froic the politician" was a
sentence I received this year in a vocabulary exercise in
civics. Realizing that our text was overcrowded with new and
difficult words, I had selected some of the more important
words and presented them to the class. After a class dis-
cussion with reference to the use of the expressions in the
text, the pupils- were asked to use the words in sentences of
their own. The foregoing quotation is one of many to prove
that the student comprehended the general meaning of the
word but was unable to use the new word correctly. Obviously
my m.ethod was not building a functioning vocabulary.
The problem of vocabulary pursued me inexorably through
the unit on govemmient. Of necessity, the use of abstract
terms occurred frequently in this section. Expressions like
"dem.ocracy" and "decentralization" had no concrete meaning
to the pupil. Having heard these expressions for years, the
student accepted them, with perhaps a dim concept as to their
true meaning. Such a concept did not lead to the active and
complete understanding of our government that is desirable
in the teaching of civics.
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In addition to dealing with abstractions, the authors
of most civics texts appear naturally overwhelmed by the
problem of presenting the organization of our government in
a limited part of the civics text. This results in the
chapters on government being crammed with ideas, facts, and
new and difficult words. As many as ten new words on a page
is not unusual to find. Often many of these words are easy
to comiprehend one by one but, when presented in such numbers
and with little repetition, a teaching problem is evident.
It is doubtful if many adults would continue to read
material which required frequent stops for reference to foot-
notes, index or dictionary. Yet most of the civics texts
necessitate that procedure when explaining our government
system
.
Although some authors embellish the material with car-
toons, sketches, pictures and diagrams, the complicated
nature of the info rmiat ion on government doom.s m.ost chapters
dealing with the subject to a maze of new words and ideas.
This condition brings about several disturbing results:
1. The pupil, especially the pupil of average or below
average reading ability, partially or completely Ignores the
new words. Trusting to future teacher explanations, he allows
his comprehension of the material to fall short of a satis-
factory degree of completion or accuracy.
2. If the student obediently halts to study each and
every incomprehensible word, his reading speed and compre-

henslon are Impaired, "Reading difficulty is caused too, by
the needlessly Involved manner of presentation of some topics
and by the lack of concern for the student's mastery of the
technical vocabularly in a number of fields."-^
3. Bored and Irritated by word trouble or continuous
teacher explanations of the new terms, his interest in the
subject itself noticeably lags.
4. Exercises in the use of the new words may result in
practice work in the incorrect use of English.
These four conditions are sufficient to focus the
teachers attention on the problem of vocabulary. The un-
desirablllty of continuing class work which may produce the
unfavorable results mentioned in the preceding paragraph
makes a new approach necessary not only in considering the
Immediate needs of the pupil in comprehending the information
on government but also in regard to his complete development
as a student now and his preparation for later life. The
vocabulary of the civics unit on government is that of an
active and Intelligent adult citizen; the full comprehension
of this vocabulary has a definite future value. Building a
student vocabulary of m.eaningful words is an aid in the ever
present problem of the improvement of reading. "Next to
teaching a student the proper way to use his eyes, the
quickest single method of Improving his reading, is to build
^Wkitly, Paul, Design for Reading Instruction in
School , The i^ockenaagazine , may ib>4Y.
the Modem
i
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-
his vocabularly" .2
In considering the vocabulary problem in the civics unit
on government, several factors become evident. The vocabu-
lary problems vary from person to person and from group to
group. The experiences of the person or group involved make
a difference. The boy whose parents do not speak English is
obviously at a disadvantage comipared with the boy who hears
at home the continued use of good English. The vocational
group with their school experiences centered about shop work
will have a different conception of words from the college
course students who are involved in the intricacies of Latin
and Algebra.
The intelligence of the pupils Influences the vocabulary
problems. A higher Intelligence usually indicates a quicker
comprehension and a better retention of new words. With the
students of average or below average intelligence, the vocabu-
lary problem Intensifies as the teacher meets the slower
understanding, the shorter span of concentration and re-
m:embrance usually characteristic of these groups.
Experience and intelligence merge into the question of
reading ability. Reading ability bears a direct and apparent
relationship to the vocabulary problem. The varying back-
grounds of reading skills coming from the use of different
reading systems, the general low status of reading as a
^Lewis* Normian, How to Read Better and Faster, Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., TT.-^., 1944.
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source of entertainment, the association of dictionary work
with punishment, the poor oral language backgrounds resulting
from continued attendance at the poorer movies and listening
to some radio programs complicate the picture without any
reference to possible defects in reading skills-
In addition to considering the comparatively tangible
elements of the situation - the varying experiences, Intelli-
gencies and reading abilities of the civics pupils - one must
think about the intangible elem.ent of personality. Influ-
encing the comprehension of new words as surely as it influ-
ences every other aspect of school life is the element of
individual initiative or drive. Often civics books provide
illustrations, footnotes, definitions and self helps of
various kinds which, although they m.ay not solve the problem,
may greatly aid if the pupil will apply him-self . Some am.-
bitious pupils will do this and help the situation by evolving
specific questions for the teacher. Other pupils with a
more passive attitude will Ignore all available helps and
either rely on the constant attention of the teacher to their
problems or abandon the situation as hopeless.
In addition to the varying experiences, intelligence,
reading ability and individual initiative, one is conscious
of several Important factors to be considered in any work at
the ninth grade level.
Pupils at this age are in the midst of a period of rapid
growth and change. Their consciousness of approaching adult-
r
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hood makes them regard with a cold and suspicious eye teaching
devices that would enchant the younger pupil. Conversely,
coining iraturity does not at this period insure the patient,
responsible work of an adult student. Thus at this level
the pupils are neither children nor adults but precariously
placed between the two phases of life.
The negative aspects of this stage of adolescence are
balanced by some positive conditions. Regarding himself as
a coming adult, much of the civics material is of interest
to the ninth-grader. Some of the information of the civics
course offers fairly satisfactory answers to the critical
questions of the fourteen-year-old's mind. Being group
conscious as never before, he will respond to competitive
challenges either as an individual or as a member of the
group.
The substance of the teaching problem can be concentrated
into one statement: the civics material on local, state and
national government involves the use of many abstract and new
expressions which should b© understood by the restless,
competitive and critical ninth-graders of differing experi-
ence, intelligence, reading ability and initiative. How can
this vocabulary be developed? The ideal way is to provide
i
experiences to insure the natural growth of this vocabulary.
Unfortunately, the civics teacher is limited by the consider-
ation of time, space and r-aterials available. Visits to
town, county, city, state and national government centers.
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dramatizations of governments at work, involved study of
related current problems cannot "be crammed into schedules
already full with other school work, athletics, music lessons^
m.ovies and many mjiscellaneous home and church activities.
Dictionary work has been upheld as the cure-all for
vocabulary troubles. Experience generally proves that the
ordinary dictionary m.ay be a source of further confusions.
"If long steps are required in order to recognize or analyze I
words, the flow of thought may be interrupted and mem.ory of i
the content reduced. "3 Sometim-es the pupil miay not be able
to select the proper m.eaning from the several offered. To
a slow child, the relationship between the text and the
dictionary may be confused. If the pupil selects the proper
meaning, he may use the word ungramjnatically . A child with
a reading defect often goes astray because he incorrectly
spells the word whose meaning he pursues. Civics teachers
are often confronted with both a lack of dictionary training
and the proper dictionaries with which to give such training.
Many teachers rely hopefully on learning through context.
This hope is often defeated by the fact that pupils will just
as hopefully ignore what they do not understand or depend
too much on a quick guess as to its meaning. Meeting too
m.any new words in rapid succession where ignoring or guessing
will not meet the situation, the average pupil will either
'^Durrell, Donald D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ,
M .r^ yjOLPld Book J^o^. , 1940 , Fage 162^ ^.^=.=^^—
I
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give up or memorize ireaningless material.
As a last resort, the teacher explains the vocabulary.
Embellish the explanations as he will with anecdotes,
pictures, blackboard sketches, if the words are so num.erous
that he must present a large number at a time, the pupil's
response will be apathetic. Suggestions that the vocabulary-
explanations should be related to the background of the
child's experience are defeated by the fact that very few
pupils have experience related to levying taxes, laying
emjbargoes or passing laws. Some unusual pupils are sufficient-
ly conscious of current problem.s to be able to realize a
relationship between the present political life and the
vocabulary on government. These pupils are also amiong the
few who can perceive a connecting link between their seventh
and eighth grade courses in history and the subject-matter
on government. Unhappily pupils of this type are in the
m.lnority.
What can be done with the vocabulary problem? If we
view the unit on government as an invasion into a strange
land, we can use the orientation technique of service train-
ing. My plan is to present a simple work book that will
Introduce to the pupil a technical vocabulary useful in the
study of our units on governments. Presenting only a few
words at a time as interestingly as possible in material
easily comprehended and directly related to the textbook
treatment, a workbook can provide an understandable use of
•
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the more comiron words found In the textbook discussions on
goverament . Oral, written and Interpretive practice In these
words is given through discussion questions, word checks,
vocabulary reviews and activity suggestions Interspersing
the narrative material.
The teacher can adjust the workbook to the varying
abilities and needs of the pupils. With those of high in-
telligence and good reading ability, the reading of the work-
book could serve as an individual assignment to be done
rapidly as introductory or supplemental work to a more
Involved consideration of the unit on government. With
pupils of average or below average ability, the workbook
could be used more slowly and thoroughly. More teacher
supervision, m^ore careful checking of the reviews provided
would suit the slower comprehension of these groups. A con-
current reading of the workbook and text might be advisable
with some groups. With a pupil or group of pupils miarkedly
subnormal, the workbook can be used as a text with additional
visual aids and activities to vitalize the learning situation.
In constructing this collection of stories and check
tests which coFxprise the workbook, I have tried to bear in
mind not only the needs and Interests of the ninth grade
student but also the fact that. If the workbook is to be
generally useful, it must be adaptable to many texts. The
study of some of the best civics texts has shown that the
material on government is generally approached by three
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different methods: (1) One inethod^ased on the coinparative
size of the unit of government. In this, the material pro-
gresses from local to state to national government. (2) The
background of the English colonies, the Revolution and the
making of the Constitution Is used as the approach by other
texts. (3) Still others organize the work around the three
branches of the government: executive, legislative and
judicial. V/hlchever method Is used, a study made of various
civics texts reveals a certain basic vocabulary. The workbookj
which follows Is centered about the presentation of a simple
basic technical vocabulary in the civics of government.

PART II
THE VOCABULARY WORKBOOK

INH&ODUGING our G0VERN5/1ENT
By Katherlne M. Carroll
A workbook to present a vocabulary
useful in the understanding of our
government
•
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Bill Smith and the Jones port Field
1.
Bill Smith is disgusted. Bill wants to play baseball
with his new bat. When he plays In the street, l(r. Oakes
calls the police. The police tell Bill and his friends to
play ball on the playground. The playground is a mile away.
If Bill walks to the playground and plays ball, he'll be late
for dinner at home. Lateness for dinner means he losses lOj^
from his allowance.
Along com-es Mr. Dodge, the mailman.
"Hello, Bill. What's bothering you?"
" Bill explains his situation.
"Well, life's like that," says Mr. Dodge, "Mr. Oakes
isn't feeling well. He has a right to a little peace and
quiet. Your m.other should have dinner on time so she can get
through her work for the day."
"Yes, but how about my baseball?"
"What's the matter with using the Jonesport football
field?"
A look of mingled surprise and horror com-es over Bill's
face as he mutters: "Oh, no, no - not that."
Here's the story on the Jonesport football field.
The Jonesport football field is really all wet. On a
clear dry day, you can see the ground. Most every other day

you only see mud and water. "Speed" Smith (Bill's older
brother) makes all the touchdowns, "Speed" runs well In the
mud. The rest of the squad Is tired of letting "Speed" carry
the ball. "Speed" is tired of his mud baths.
The squad goes into a huddle. How can they get a dry
field? The Jonesport football field is wet because it is on
low ground. Two ideas appear: (1) they can get a new field;
or (2) they can have this field drained and filled in to make
it dry. In the squad's treasury is exactly $29.32 - not
nearly enough money to really help the situation. The coach
has no authority to get m.oney for this purpose.
Someone says: "Let's ask our Dads."
The first Dad to be consulted is Mr. Smith. He's
interested because he hear his wife com.plain about the mud and
laundry situation.
"Well," says Mr. Smith "the football activities come
under the authority of the school committee. A group of
fathers could go to the next meeting and ask them to fix the
field."
"Let's send a lot of people there. Then the school
committee will think it's real Im.portant and vote a lot of
money for it."
"?!o, our school commilttee is too wise for that," says Mr.
Smith, "It would be better to write up our problem and send
a representative to tell the committee about it."

"You can be our representative", suggests one of the
squad.
"You want soineone who can speak better than I," replies
Kr. Smith, "I'll write It up. Let's see if we can get Joe
Green's father to take It to the committee."
2.
Mr. Smith wrote a few paragraphs describing the condition
of the football field. Many more fathers, neighbors and
friends signed the paper, making It a petition. Joe Green's
father took it to the school committee.
Jonesport is rather a small town; the school comm.lttee
is made up of only three members. The superintendent of
schools gives information and advice on various problems.
Mr. Duncan is chairman and he presides at the meetings.
Before the meeting, Mr. Green told Mr. Duncan that he
wanted to bring up a matter. After the Important business had
been discussed, Mr. Duncan gave Mr. Green permission to speak.
After he read the paper about the football field Mr.
Green added a remark of his own: "If you could see Joe after
football practice, you would easily see what we m:ean by all
this"
.
"That field is a disgrace to Jonesport," said Mr. Duncan,
"We have to play too many games out of town because it's so
wet .."
"We need new stands there too," added another member.
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"Why don't we drain the field and build new stands?"
"No money," came the chorus.
3.
Every year the superintendent of schools makes up a
budget estimating how much money will be needed to run the
schools. When Mr. Green brought his petition, the surplus
left after necessary expenditures was ^200, This was too
small an amount to repair the football field. With new
stands and a good locker room as well as fixing the field,
about $15,000 was needed.
V.r, Duncan suggested that they bring the whole m.atter up
at the town meeting in March.
"The town can vote the money for this purpose", said
Mr. Duncan.
4.
Joe Green reported back to the. football squad what the
school committee had said. They were disappointed. The idea
of playing another season in the muddy old field discouraged
them.
"What good will a better field do me?" asked "Speed",
"I'll graduate this year anyway. Still, I'd like to see
Jonesport with a good field."
"I know a trick that will make sure we have a better
field and locker rooms, "said Don Jones.
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"In the city where I come from all the politicians used
to get together In a meeting - they called It a "caucus".
Everyone at the caucus belonged to the same party. At the
caucus, the politicians decided what they wanted - "put It on
the slate." Then they picked out candidates for the next
election who promised to support the matters "on the slate".
Then the politicians promised all the party votes for these
candidates. The politicians got what they wanted and the
candidates got the jobs. Why couldn't our Dads hold a caucus,
put the football lmprovem.ent "on the slate" and get candidates
Into office who would support the "slate?"
"What office?" asked Joe Green.
"T/Vho runs the town?" queried Don.
"We all do", answered Mr. Green, "Everything Important
goes on the town warrant. At the town meeting In March,
everyone gets a chance to talk about the items on the warrant
and we all vote on them".
"Then Don's idea about a caucus couldn't be used here?"
"Not In Jonesport. We will get the matter of the foot-
ball field on the warrant and the townspeople can do what they
want at the town meeting." said Mr. Green.
"Boy, I wish It was March now", said Speed.
5.
Next March came soon enough. Item 36 on the town warrant
read: "Resolved to appropriate $15,000' to im.prove the

Jonesport football field; to construct locker rooms on the
field for the use of the players and to repair the stands on
said field."
The warrant was posted In public places, i^ulte a few
people did not want to pay ^15,000 to fix up the football
field. Here*s what they said:
"It'll raise taxes. $15,000 will irake our property tax
go higher. We pay |35 per $1,000 valuation now. Let's keep
our taxes down."
"Football Isn't Important. In my day we went to school
to study"
.
"I live near the football field. If they fix It up, big
crowds of people will go tramping up there every time there's
a game. T like it quiet."
The people who wanted the football field improved becam^e
anxious . They thought it was important to get a good
moderator for the town meeting. Since a moderator presides
at the meeting, a good one gives everyone a chance to speak.
They were glad when they heard that Mr. Duncan was to be the
moderator.
When the town meeting night came around, everyone
flocked to the town hall. Mr. Duncan v/es up on the stage
with the town clerk, Mr. Peters. Mr. Peters kept a record
of everything that went on and helped Mr. Duncan in his work
as m.oderator.
The mieeting was called to order. Item, by item they
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discussed and voted on the matters on the town warrant. The
football squad was in the balcony waiting for item 36. They
were not old enough to vote but were allowed to watch.
Finally Item No. 36 came up. Argum.ents pro and con (for
and against) the football improvements were given. The
strongest objection was a possible raise in taxes.
"Our new sewage system, will cost us about |;20,000. This
will raise taxes enough without anything else."
"The welfare departmjent needs $10,000 to take care of th€
poor folks in the town. That's more important than football.*^
"We could get the money by a bond issue", said one mjan" •
"That will keep taxes down."
("What's a bond issue?" whispered "Speed" in the balcony.
"That's when a town issues bonds. Rem'ember war bonds?
You bought bonds from the government and the governm.ent
promised to pay you in ten years what you put in and 33 1/3^
interest. A town can issue bonds the same way. People can
buy them and if the town is good, financially speaking, they
will be sure of their money back and somie interest too."
"Won't it raise taxes when the town pays back the money
and interest?"
"Perhaps, but they may be able to pay them back some
year when our other expenses are not so heavy.")
The idea of a bond issue seemed to settle the question.
Most of the people voted for Item. No. 36 providing a bond-
issue was made to finance it and som.e other extra expenses.
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They decided to protect the people living near the field from
the crowds by passing several traffic ordinances. The select-
Ken (lirportant town officials) were instructed to talk the
Blatter over later with the chief of police,
6.
Now Jonesport has a good football field. Except in
rainy weather, the ground is dry. The squad is happy in the
new locker roorcs . Fans crowd into the new stands. Jonesport
is an important football town again.
Something to talk about:
1. What kind of ordinances would protect the people
living in the vicinity of the field?
2. Why does a town need selectmen if all important
matters are decided at the town meeting?
3. Why is it worth |20,000 to have a good sewage system?
4. Should the needs of the welfare departeent come
before those of the football squad?
5. Do you think it would be better to raise the property
tax than to have a bond issue?
6. What kind of a man m.akes a good moderator?
7. What is your opinion of caucuses?
8. i//hy does one good representative often do better than
a large group of people ?
Do you know these words?
Fill in the blanks below with these words: ordinances,

selectmen, department, bond issue, moderator, clerk, warrant,
property tax, valuation, caucus, appropriate, expenditures,
budget, surplus, representative, authority, school coirmlttee.
1. All matters concerning the schools come under the
of the .
2. Mr. Duncan, who presided at the school committee
meeting, also acted as .
3. Mr. Green was a (n) of the football
squad, their parents and friends.
4. If the of the school department
budget had not been so heavy, there would have been a bigger
5. When a town votes to money, the money
may come from raising the or a .
6. The town people are concerned with the
of their property.
7. The m.atters of the sewage ahd welfare
seemed more important than the football field.
8. Being an item, on the town made it
certain to be discussed.
9. A of politicians sometimes put
interesting items "on the slate".
10. The considered by the
will be recorded by the town .
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Bill's Visit to the County Seat
Remember Bill Smith was disgusted because he had no
piece to play ball near home? Bill is pretty happy now. Not
only can he use the Jonesport football field when the squad
doesn't want it but som.ething else has happened. Mr. Oakes,
who seemied to complain about the boys playing ball, has died.
Mr. Cakes proved he had a kind heart because, in his wil*l, he
left some of his property to Jonesport. In his will, he
particularly stated that the property was to be used as a
playground. Now Bill and his friends will have a regular
place to play near home.
Mr. Dodge says they will have to wait until the will is
probated.
"What's probated?"
"Wills come under the authority of the county goveniment.
The will is sent to a recorder of wills at the county seat.
If no one objects to the will, it goes to the Probate Court.
Then an official calls it a lawful will, the adm:inistrator is
named and he sees that the will is taken care of correctly.
When all this is done, Jonesport will really own a new play-
ground."
"It sounds pretty complicated. What's a county seat?"
"The county seat is the place selected as the center of
the county business. Oxville is our county seat. As a
matter of fact, I have an errand in Oxville right now. Want
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to come along?"
"Sure thing."
Oxvllle is just an ordinary small city. The county
buildings are near the center. Bill is disappointed because
the buildings look old and shabby.
"The counties are pretty old here in eastern United
States," says Mr. Dodge, "They were organized when the people
first settled hereabouts. In the South, the counties some-
times came before the towns. Because of the big plantations,
it was more convenient to do all the business at the county
seat rather than at separate villages or towns."
"Are these all of the county buildings?"
"Oh, no. On another street near the railroad is the
county jail. There are county schools, hospitals and other
institutions like homes for poor folks. These places are
located, all over the county."
While they were talking a crowd gathers in front of the
county court house. Several automobiles drove up. Some
policemen got out. One had a m.an handcuffed to him. They al]
went into the courthouse.
"There must be a trial opening today. That looks like
the fellow they say robbed the Oxville bank."
"iiVhy doesn't his case go to the Oxville City Court?"
"Most serious crimes like his com.e under the jurisdictior
of the county courts. They are the great trial courts of the
state."
•
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"Can we go in and see what is going on?"
"Guess so. There won't be much going on today."
Bill and Mr. Dodge find the courtroom. They take seats
in the section set aside for the public. Bill saw the
accused man sitting at a table talking to another man.
"That's his defense lawyer. He'll try to prove the
accused m.an is not guilty. At the other end of that long
table is the District Attorney. He acts as the agent of the
state. His job is to protect the interests of the people by
prosecuting all persons brought to trial."
"How did they catch this man?" asks Bill.
"That's the work of the county sheriff. The sheriff and
the men that work for him- got the evidence, found the man,
and arrested him."
Then they are silent because the judge arrives. They
stand as he come in. The business of the court that day is
to select a jury.
The District Attorney and the defense lawyer are both
interested in getting jury members whose minds are not miade
up in advance.
Mr. Dodge nudges Bill. He whispers that they will have
to leave.
Outside the courtroom, Mr. Dodge informs Bill that
picking a jury takes a long time and he has to be getting
back to Jonesport. Opposite theFi is a door m.arked "Office of
the Coroner".
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"Who is the coroner?" asks Bill.
"He is the county officer who investigates accidental
deaths. Haven't you been to irovie murders and heard them
say, 'Gall the coroner'?"
As they walk down the courthouse steps, a man coices up
to Mr. Dodge. Mr. Dodge introduces him to Bill.
"This is Mr. Atkins, one of our county commissioners.
He and two other comjnissioners manage all the county affairs.*^
"You mean, we try to," laughs Mr. Atkins, "The local
machine does not make things too easy for us."
Bill decides to ask Mr. Dodge about the "local machine"
later.
Upon leaving Mr. Atkins, Mr. Dodge points out a building
across the street.
"In that building, Mr. Oakes' will is to be probated.
After that, you boys will have your new playground."
On the way hom^e. Bill asks about the "local machine".
"That's a nicknam.e for a group of politicians who want
to control the affairs of Oxville and vicinity. They bother
the county comjnissioners because they want to get their
friends into county jobs. Mr. Atkins and the other com-
m.issioners would like people working for the county to be
good at their jobs. How would you like it if you went to the
county agricultural school and found your teacher didn't know
the difference between a rake and a hoe?"
"Did the local machine have anything to do with that
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scandal about the county sanitarium?"
"It certainly did. Before Mr. Atkins and these other
honest comiriss loners got into office, the county affairs were
handled by soire corrupt politicians. They tried to make an
unlawful profit by feeding poor food to the patients in the
county hospital. When the doctors complained that the
patients were getting worse instead of better, the whole dis-
honest business leaked out. After that, the voters made sure
of a decent county by voting for Mr. Atkins and the other
comimlssloners
"Too bad they let the corrupt politicians in at all".
"Most voters are pretty lazy. They'd rather som^eone
else did the thinking. That's how corrupt politicians get
ahead."
Som^ethlng to talk about ;
1. Why do you think it is necessary to have Mr. Brown's
will probated?
2. Should the District Attorney prosecute a man if the
District Attorney is doubtful of the man's guilt?
3. Why would a coroner be an important official of the
county?
4. What kind of a me.n would make a good county com-
missioner?
5. ;Vhy should Mr. Atkins try to keep m^achine politics
out of county government?
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Do you know these words?
You are to underline the expression at the end of each
sentence which should be used to fill the blank,
1. Mr. Dodge took Bill to Oxville, the
(county seat, county jail)
2. The of wills makes a record of Mr.
Cakes' will. (recorder, coroner).
3. The men in charge of all county affairs are the
county . (commissioners, sheriffs)
4. The and District Attorney must work
together on Important criminal cases, (sheriff,
commissioner)
5. An Important crlmilnal case comaes under the
of a county court, (machine,
jurisdiction)
6. In case of a murder, the sheriff would usually call
the immediately, (probate court,
coroner)
7. Wills are one of the matters handled by the
(probate court, coroner's office)
8. The miaintenance of county hospitals would be one of
the concerns of the (district attorney
county commissioners)
•
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The Inirate of Cell No. 6167
The Inmate of Cell No. 6167 is the ex-mayor of Oxvllle.
Here is the story of how he got to Cell No. 6167.
His naine is Walter Brownbridge - "Walt" to his friends.
His friends were the "boys" of the old party machine. Vi/alt
was good to his friends. He gave them easy jobs; he took care
of their relatives. He spent thousands and thousands of
dollars - the taxpayers dollars - being good to his friends.
Walt's friends thought he was just "playing ball", being a
good boss. Other people called it misappropriating public
finds or misrepresenting expenditures or wasting the municipal
revenue. Some impolite people even called it stealing.
Let's consider one thing Walt did. In Oxville, when
Walt was m.ayor, there was a trust fund to support a free
library. This money was left in trust to give the city a
good library. Walt had three of his friends made trustees of
that fund. When the Investigators caught up with these
trustees, about $15,000 of the fund had been spent on improve-
ments that should have cost $5,000. New book cases that
really cost $100 were listed on the books as costing $150 -
the trustees kept the difference. That's only one way these
trustees made nom^ey. Certainly they misrepresented expendi-
tures .
His Honor, Mayor Brownbridge, also thought some rare
plants would make the Common more attractive. These rare
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plants cost the city $2,000. They died imrrediately because
no one realized that tropical plants cannot stand a cold
climate. $2,000 of the revenue from taxes wasted on an
Ignorant man's whim, was too much for most people to overlook.
How did Brownbridge remjain m.ayor for so many, years?
Walt didn't know much about rare plants but he knew his
political machine and how to run it.
\7alt was m.ade mayor through m.achine politics. Machine
politics were well organized. Every part of the city - every
precinct of every ward - had a boss. The ward boss delivered
the vote in his ward. By promise, bribes and threats, the
ward boss made sure that the voters in his district voted
for the party candidate. Som.etimes even dead mien voted.
These politicians looked up the names of dead people,
registered and voted In their names. Nobody noticed. A good
many qualified voters didn't vote anyway.
The machine picked Walt to be mayor because he was
pretty good looking, spoke v;ell, and he "played ball", They
decided on him at a party caucus . They knew he was a good
party man because, when he was an aldermjan (another nam.e for
city councilman), he did everything he could to help the
party and all the people in it.
"Walt" didn't disappoint the machine either. The
majority of the city council were good party men too. Kayor
Brownbridge and the city council were on friendly terms.
They mianaged contract ordinances very well. Good pa rjLy men
_
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or their friends or relatives got all the contracts to do
work for the city. When Runty Brothers were voted the con-
tract to construct a municipal bridge. Runty Brothers rriade
sure that the right people received presents. The Mandy
Corporation built a new water filtration plant to give
Oxvllle purer water. When they got the new water filtration
plant built at a great expense to the city, they needed a new
crew of Fen for rraintenance work to conforri] to the sanitary
regulations. Relatives and friends who supported the party
got good jobs out of this municipal project. In fact, v;hen
Walt was in office, the city seemed to need a great many
subordinate employees on many municipal projects.
Mayor Brownbridge and his city council had a good time
as executive and legislative branches of the city government.
In order to control the judicial branch also, Walt put some
of his friends in the city court.
Then one day the citizens woke up. The nice new bridge
built by Runty Brothers collapsed because of poor construction.
Drinking water tasted and smelled of dead fish. The costly
water filtration plant broke down and Oxvllle had to get its
water from a nearby city. A notorious criminal was set free
by the corrupt city court. The citizens became angry. They
went to work.
Next election a great many people went to the polls who
never bothered to vote before this tim:e. Reform candidates
won seats on the city council. Walt and his friends were

Investigated. Citizens petitioned for a change In the type
of city government. The petition was put on a "ballot. Every-
one voted on it. Within a few short months, Walt was in jail
and Oxvllle had a new city government.
There is no mayor in Oxvllle now. Oxvllle has a city-
manager. The council hires a man to run the city. This
manager hires the people to work in the different departments
and on the municipal projects but he can only name someone
who has taken an examination and proved that he knows som.e-
thing about the work he does. The city manager must give the
city efficient service or he loses his job. Now the city
council is elected on a nop-partlsan ballot - the old party
system, is out.
Some people in Oxtown would like to change to a com-
mission form of city government. They think it would be
simpler to elect five com.mlssioners to run the city. Each
commissioner could be in charge of a different city depart-
ment - Finance or Welfare or Police. One commissioner would
act as chairman at their meetings. A lot of people criticize
this idea because the commissioners can become too powerful.
But wide-awake citizens know how to take care of that. If a
comjrlssloner is not doing his work honestly or well, they can
draw up a petition to have him put out of office. That's
called initiative . V/hen a certain percentage of the voters
sign this petition, it is put on a ballot. Referring a
matter to the people' s vote I s called referendum. If the

people vote to remove the comiriss loner, it Is called a recall .
The danger of a recall helps to keep commissioners doing
their best work.
Old Walt Brownbrldge doesn't care whether Oxvllle has a
city manager or a commission form of government. He liked
the old mayor-council type of government. In Cell No. 6167,
it doesn't make much difference.
Something to talk about :
1. Which form of city government do you prefer? Why?
2. What action would have prevented Walt from wasting so
much of the taxpayer' s money?
3. Are machine politics ever good?
4. How can contract ordinances be used dishonestly?
5. Why are initiative and referendum Important?
6. Which is better - a partisan or non-partisan ballot?
True - False . Write T or F in front of each of the following
statements
•
1. Revenue from taxes is to be used for m-unicipal
expenditure.
2. A city council has nothing to do with contract
ordinances
.
3. A water filtration plant should be a good municipal
project.
^4. Many subordinate employees are needed for maintenance
work in a city.
^5. Wards are parts of precincts.
6. The ordinance was passed at a caucus.
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7. The party machine likes a non-partisan ballot.
8. Initiative and referendum make government more
democratic
•
9. A city manager would usually have to be more careful
of city expenditures than a mayor.
10. A city commissioner can be remiOved from office.
Vocabulary Reviews
Town Government
Read over the story of Bill Smith and the Jonesport
football field.
Study the following words. If the expression on the
right means the same as that on the left, write a capital S
between them. If the expressions are different, write a
Capital D between them.
Example
:
school committee S A group of men who look after
school affairs.
1. ordinances Rules about the governing of
a town.
2. selectmen Officers in charge of the
sewage departmient.
3. welfare department The department in charge of
helping poor people.
4. bond-issue A device for raising money
for town activities.
5. moderator A man who keep the town
records
.
6. warrant A paper which lists the items
to be considered at a town
meeting.

7. caucus
8. appropriate
9. representative
10. surplus
The annual town ireetlng.
To give money for a definite
purpose
.
A man who speaks for a
group,
A public debt.
County Govemm.ent
After reading again the story of Bill Smith's visit to
the county seat, follow the same directions given under the
exercise on Town Government.
1. a will
2. county commissioners
3. a sheriff
4. district attorney
5. coroner
6. local machine
7. probate court
8. jurisdiction
9. recorder of wills
10. administrator
A paper that gives di-
rections about a dead
man's property.
Men responsible for all Im-
portant county matters
.
A man who probates wills.
Prosecutes criminals in the
county court.
Investigates accidental
deaths
A political organization.
In charge of handling wills
Under the control of.
A judge in the probate court
One who arrests criminals.
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City Government
Read over the story of Mayor Walt Brownbrldge. Follow
the same directions given under Town Government.
1. revenue Woney collected from tax-
payers .
2. municipal A political office.
3. council A body of mjen making laws
for a city.
4. contract ordinances Having to do with the giving
out of contracts.
5. water filtration Purifying water.
6. precincts Section of a library.
7. ward boss A man who directs the
politics of a ward.
8. party machine Makes party dresses.
9. caucus A meeting of the members of
a political party.
10, city manager A man elected to manage a
city.
11. non-partisan Belonging to one political
party.
12. m.erit system A corrupt system.
13. initiative The use of long ballots.
14. referendum Referring a m;atter to the
voters
.
i
i
15. recall Removing a commissioner by
popular vote.
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Activity Suggestions
1. M&ke a picture dictionary to Illustrate these words.
2. A spelling match. Write these expressions on differ-
ent slips of paper. Divide the class into teams. When a
person draws a certain slip containing an expression, he must
define It satisfactorily to win a point for his side. If he
cannot, the slip goes to a member of the opposing team. The
side making the most points wins.
3. Work up pantomlnes or charades about the different
wo rds
.
4. Make a chart. In one column list the word; in
another column, copy a sentence from a civics book using the
word.
The Sales Tax Fight In the State Legislature
The Grovernor started a sales tax fight. Many cities and
towns found themselves short of money. Expenses were high
but they didn't want to raise the property taxes or issue too
many bonds. The governor thought a 2^ sales tax would be a
good idea. A 2% tax on all saleable goods would bring in
about ^2,000,000 to the state. This m.oney could be dis-
tributed among the various cities and towns according to their
size. Then the property taxes could be kept down, no more
bonds issued, and expenses could be met.
Why were there objections to this idea? First, some
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people said it would be hard orl the poor people. A 2% sales
tax on everything would make it difficult for theiu to balance
their family budgets. Second, the merchants objected. A 2^
sales tax meant that they would have to raise prices. Higher
prices inake a demand for higher wages. A dem^and for higher
wages means labor trouble. Third^ the m.erchants would have
to go to a great deal of extra trouble. It would be quite a
job figuring up the sales tax and turning it over to the
state
.
Nevertheless, a bill to provide a sales tax was intro-
duced into the lower house (the House of Representatives) of
the State Legislature. Vi/ith the Speaker presiding, there v;as
a great deal of discussion before the bill was assigned to
the Finance Committee for consideration.
The members of the Finance Committee found themis elves in
a difficult position. Everytim^e one of them stepped out of
the comanittee room, a lobbyist came up to speak to him. The
lobbyist would try to persuade the representative to work for
or against the bill. Som;etimies the lobbyist just expressed
his own ideas; somietlm.es a lobbyist would represent a pressure
group. A pressure group is a number of people organized for
som^e definite political purpose. Many property owners
organized into a pressure group to push the sales tax measure
through the Legislature. Their lobbyists went up to the
members of the Finance Comm.ittee and said: "We think the
sales tax is just what we need. Why should we property owners
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pay all the taxes? Let everyone share in this. If you work
to support this measure, you are the kind of a man we will
vote for at the next election."
The merchants didn't like the sales tax. Their lobby-
ists went up to the cominittee members and said: "VVe want to
keep prices down. A sales tax will raise prices, make extra
work, cause demands for higher wages. You keep out the sales
tax and we will support you at the next election."
The m.embers of the Finance Com.mittee found peace no-
where. In the coirimittee room, the argum.ents kept going on
and on. Finally one member had an idea: "How about "pigeon
holing" it?"
The others looked hopeful for a minute but these shook
their heads. The public was too interested in the bill to
allow it to be postponed for a long time in a committee room..
Besides that, the Governor wanted it.
Someone else suggested that they tuck on an amendment
saying the sales tax is only to be used for certain products
not bought by everyone. They decided that the amiendment
idea would not be successful. With the amendment on it, no
one would vote for the bill. The amendment would lose the
vote of these in favor of the bill; those against it would
stay against it.
Vi/ithout having reached any agreement, the committee
memabers broke up and went home. They found no peace at hom.e
either. People kept calling up the representatives; letters
•
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and telegrams were sent to them; delegations visited them.
The delegations were representatives of pressure groups.
For days, the Finance Goinirittee discussed the sales tax.
Lobbyists and pressure groups continued their work. Meetings
were held all over the state. Frominent people debated
about it over the radio. Newspapers wrote editorials about
it. Advertisenjents on billboards spoke about it. The sales
tax became a war of words. Finally, the Finance Committee
decided to favor the tax.
The Sales Tax Bill was put on the Calendar of the
House. When the bill came up for discussion, the Speaker
asked the chairman of the Finance Comirittee for a report on
the bill. The chairman reported the comm.ittee as in favor
of the bill. Immediately discussion broke out. The Speaker
had a difficult time presiding over the meeting.
Meanwhile, the State Senate (the upper house of the
State Legislature) was thinking about this sales tax bill.
People were beginning to ask the senators how they felt
about it. One senator didn't like it. He thought they
could secure m.ore revenue by increasing the state income tax.
Another senator suggested a measure to more heavily tax
liquor and horse racing. A third senator wanter a com;promise
measure with 1% sales tax, an increase in the state incomie
tax and heavier taxes on liquor and horseracing.
Most people thought the Governor would veto this com-
promise measure. The Governor would probably object to the

administrative irachinery necessary to enforce it. The state
would have to make out, distribute and collect new forma for
the sales tax, the new incom.e tax and any other taxes. This
would Fiean hiring additional workers. To the governor, a 2^
sales tax would appear m.uch simpler.
Back in the House of Representatives, the views of the
senators were repeated in the debates. With a close vote,
the bill for the 2^ sales tax was passed. The bill went to
the State Senate.
The Sales Tax Bill took a trip to the senatorial
committee room. Again argiiments came thick and heavy. The
lobbyists and pressure groups attacked the senators now.
One senator suggested using the ballot to decide the question.
He said: "V/hy not refer the whole matter to the voters?
That is what v^e have referendum for. Let the voters decide
for themselves." The objection to that idea was that it
took too much time.
The Senate Comirittee decided they would like the amend-
ment added to increase the incom.e tax and to decrease the
sales tax to !%• Many senators objected when this decision
was brought to their attention. They claimed the amendm.ent
would cause the Governor to veto the bill. With the am.end-
m-ent, the bill would have to be returned to the House of
Representatives for revoting. A senator suggested that it
would be wise to find out how much revenue would be gained by
enforcing the bill as amended. A motion was passed to have

the committee study the bill further with the help of some
financial experts to give them accurate Information about
revenue returns
.
Using the figures given by experts from the State
Treasurer's and Auditor's Offices, these experts showed that
the new idea of a 1% tax and Increased Incomie tax would not
bring In enough m.oney to meet the needs of the state's towns
and cities. Meanwhile, the Governor announced that he In-
tended to veto the bill as amended. Taking all things into
consideration, the senatorial comnittee decided to discard
their am.endment plan and to favor the 2% sales tax as it was
first proposed. After quite a heated discussion, the Senate
voted in favor of the Sales Tax Bill. The Governor signed
the bill. It became a state law.
Something to talk about :
1. Do you think the sales tax was the best v;ay to secure more
revenue?
2. Do you consider that cities and towns should expect help
from the state in balancing their budgets?
3. Can you name somie good and bad points about lobbyists and
pressure groups?
4. Should a governor have veto power?
5. Would it have been better to secure this tax measure by
m^eans of initiative and referendum?
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Do you know these words? Uslnp; the following; words, fill in
the blanks in the sentences below.
Words: legislature. Senate and House of Representatives, the
Speaker, lobbyist, measure, "pigeon holing". Calendar,
pressure group, referendum, veto, property tax, revenue,
administrative machinery, incom.e tax, state treasurer,
auditor.
1. The State is made up of an upper and
lower house called the and the
2. Comjnittees that do not like a will
som.etim.es try it.
3. The of the House should know what
bills are on the
4. A may represent a wher
he tries to persuade a miember of the State Legislature.
5. When a bill requires a great deal of new
,
the governor might it for that reason.
6. If the question was put to the voters by m.eans of a
ballot, it would be called
7. Two sources of are the
and the
8. The offices of the and the
would know about the finances of the state.
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The Chief Executive of the State
When the Sales Tax Bill became a law, the Governor v;as
pleased. He was anxious that more of the general public
understand the new law. Being too busy himself, he asked the
Lieutenanct Governor to make a speech about it. The Lieut-
enant Governor planned to review a parade of the state
militia and speak to a large group of people after the parade
This appeared an excellent chance to reach a number of people
The Governor must get things organized to take care of
the sales tax. This is part of his work as head of the
executive branch of the state government. Now that the bill
has become a law, the Governor must see that it is adiriinis-
tered. Forms are to be m^ade out to send to all the stores in
order that individual sales tax returns can be recorded.
When the sales tax returns com^e to the State Treasuer'
s
Office, the m.oney and form.s m.ust be checked, the information
recorded and the mioney deposited v;ith other state money. The
accounts will have to be checked by people from; the office of
the State Auditor.
All this admiinistrative machinery requires mioney.
Printing the form.s, recording and checking returns mean the
expenditure of m.oney for materials and workers. The Governor
must add these expenses to the other itemiS in the budget of
the executives department. The budget goes to the State
Legislature. The State Legislature must vote to appropriate

the state's money for these purposes.
Many people know that the Governor will need more
workers to adrr.inlster the new law. Some of his friends have
relatives who would like such jobs. If the Governor gives
jobs to relatives of his friends whether they have ability
or not, it is called "patronage". Patronage gets votes for
a man in political office but it often leads to poor work in
governmental agencies. This governor does not believe in
patronage. He is requiring that all applicants take civil
service examinations. One of the top three on the civil
service list can be selected for a position.
One can easily see that the Governor's work is rather
complicated. Every year it gets more so. In the old days
follov/ing the Revolution, the governor was not supposed to
have much to do. Under the English colonial system, the
governors were sometimes stupid dictators, appointed by the
King of England. The Am.ericans hated the system so miuch that
they tried to give much authority to the state legislature.
This authority was given in the state constitution.
Every state constitution was very careful to say that
the people were the ruling power of the state. In the pre-
amble of each constitution, it says that the "sovereign power
is in the hands of the people". The rights of the people are
guarded by the bill of rights in the constitution.
Having a governor and state legislature does not take
away the sovereign power of the people. The people elect
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most of their state officers and rule through them. Because
of the coirplicated ways of our modern life, the work and
power of the governor has increased.
For exam.ple, he must meet with the Parole Board. A
citizen's committee has com.plained that there are too m.any
crimainals on parole and that these paroled convicts are
committing many crimes. A recent miUrder by a paroled convict
has brought up this matter.
The State Parole Board must Investigate records of
criminals who, because of good behaviour in prisons, can be
released on parole. (On parole means they are free except
that they must report to a parole officer at certain times.)
The question of releasing prisoners on parole is a difficult
one. All good-thinking people are anxious to give a reform.ed
crim.inal a chance at a new life. Yet they do not wish
dangerous m^en at large.
The Parole Board is mB.de up of a doctor, a minister, a
lawyer and a business man. Today the Governor and the
representative of the citizens commdttee are present. The
representative points out that convicts should serve their
full terms and that several convicts have been guilty of
crimes while on parole. The m-inister describes the bad
conditions in some prisons and the advantages of giving a
reform;ed man a new chance. In the case of the paroled
convicts guilty of new crim.e, the Governor feels that the
parole officers, as well as the Parole Board, must be move
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careful In checking on prisoners.
The representative also brings in a criticism of the
Governor's use of his right to pardon criminals. The
Governor explains carefully his reasons for granting pardon.
These reasons appear to satisfy the representative. After
making some resolutions to check more carefully on paroles,
the meeting is adjourned.
Something to talk about :
1. Do you approve of putting prisoners on parole?
2. Under what circumstances should a governor pardon a
criminal?
3. What type of man would make a good member of a Parole
Board?
4. Do you think a governor should be more powerful than
the State Legislature?
5. What rights of the people should be guaranteed by a
state consitution?
6. How can citizens be sure their rights are not taken
away?
7. ViHiy must the State Lesislature vote on the money used
by the executive department?
8. Are state auditors necessary?
True - False . Write T or F in front of each of the following
statem.ents
.
1. The Lieutenant Governor helps the Governor by
reviewing tne parade.
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2, The Governor can spend all the state's ironey he
wishes
.
3. The executive branch of the state government sees
that new laws are administered.
4. An appropriation is state money voted for a definite
use by the State Legislature.
5. "Patronage" is a far better way to secure skilled
workers than civil service examinations.
6. The state constitution makes the people the ruling
power of the state.
1 , The rights of the people are threatened by the pre-
amble of the constitution.
^8. A paroled convict usually has a bad prison record.
9. The governor can pardon convicts.
10. A parole officer must check carefully on the actions
of the Parole Board.
A Case for the State Courts
The State versus James Brown is the first case on the
docket of the County Court this morning. James Brown is the
paroled convict who is charged with mjurdering a m^an. Let's
look into the past history of James Brown.
We first hear of James Brown in one of the justice's
courts of the county where he lived. The Justice of the
Peace there was thoroughly disgusted with James Brown. Brown
was brought to court again and again for committing mis-
demeanors. Misdemeanors are small crimies . James Brown
seemed to be in continuous trouble - first he broke some
windows, then he was drunk, then he was in a fight. He was

regarded as an "old faithful" at the court.
At long last, James Brown was charged with robbing a
bank of $40,000. This serious crime came under the juris-
diction of the county court, the great trial court of the
state. During his trial. Brown claimed he was innocent.
The testimony against him was based on circumstantial
evidence. Due to the District Attorney's clever presentation
of the case and James Brown's past record, the court found
him guilty.
James Brown filed an appeal. Since the evidence was
clrcum.stantial, his appeal was granted. Being a serious
crime the case came under the appeUate jurisdiction of the
District Appellate Court and then the State Supreme Court.
In some states, the District Appellate Court has a different
name. (Appellate jurisdiction is the hearing of cases
appealed fromj a lower court). In considering his appeal, the
judges used the books of common law for reference. Most of
the cases like his on record in the books of common law were
convicted. Considering this and James Brown's past record,
the Supreme Court upheld the verdict of the County Court.
James Brown was sentenced to a long term in prison.
After entering prison, James Brown seemed to reform.
He did his prison work well. He attended the prison church,
school and library. On account of his good behavior, his
sentence was shortened. Eventually, he was considered for
parole. Because of his excellent prison record, the Parole

Board granted his release. He was free except to report to
a Parole officer at certain tiires.
A few weeks after he was freed, a man was murdered.
This man was one who gave evidence against Brown when he was
accused of robbing. When Janjes Brown could not produce a
satisfactory alibi, he was arrested.
As the trial opens, Brown looks very discouraged. The
case against him is very strong; Brown has no good alibi;
several people heard him. threaten the murdered man: two men
saw him near the place where the m^urder was committed. In a
short tim-e, the jury goes out and reports back with a verdict
of guilty in the first degree. There is no appeal granted
this time. The Governor refuses either to reprieve his
sentence or pardon him. James Brown must die for his crime.
Something to talk about :
1. Is James Brown* s case a very strong argum.ent against
parole?
2. Would a severe punishment of misdemeanors prevent
serious crime?
3. What type of man would make a good Justice of the
Peace?
4. Why should a different court have appellate juris-
diction?
5. Are books of common law useful?
6. Do you believe in the death penalty?
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Complete these stateF.ents:
Underline the part which correctly completes the state-
ment.
1. A paroled convict is one who (a) has been pardoned;
(b) is ill: (c) has been released from prison because of
good behavior.
2. A misdemeanor is (a) a serious crime; (b) a small
CETiFie; (c) a cause of poverty.
3. The Justice of the Peace presides at (a) a small
local court; (b) Supreme Court; (c) the meeting of the Parole
Board.
4. The docket of a court is like (a) a place where ships
are repaired; (b) the Calendar of the House of Representa-
tives; (c) a kitchen utensil.
5. All serious crimes usually come under the original
jurisdiction of (a) the Supreme Court of the State; (b) the
District Appellate Court; (c) the County Court.
6. All appeal cases from the County Court must go to
the District Appellate Court or to (a) the local police,
Court; (b) the justices' court; (c) the Supreme Court.
7. An appeal is (a) a plea to reconsider a case; (b) a
request for a pardon; (c) a letter of confession.
8. Common law is (a) a cheap law; (b) a book of regular
laws-; (c) books recording past cases of criminal history.
Boston Univer-ity
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9. A parole officer is (a) one who checks up on paroled
convicts; (b) a policeman who has been paroled; (c) an
officer in charge of giving paroles.
10. The right to pardon is given to (a) the judge; (b)
the parole officer; (c) the Governor.
Vocabulary Reviews
The Legislative Branch of the State Ciovemirent
Read again the story of the sales tax. Match the
correct numbers and letters of the expressions following on
a separate paper.
1. salestax
2. state legislature
3. lobbyist
4. pressure group
5. "pigeon holing"
6. amendment
7. majority
8. Calendar of the
House
9 . revenue
10. income tax
a. more than half
b. a list of bills to be discussed
by the State House of
Representatives.
c. a tax on all goods sold.
d. money collected by taxes.
e. a group of men who miake state
laws
.
f . to give up something in order to
get something.
g. one who tries to persuade
legislators
h. a tax on salaries and other
sources of income.
i. an addition.
j. a group Organized to influence
members of the State Legisla-
ture .

11. compromise
12. administrative
machinery
k. putting a bill aside.
1. materials and workers set up to
administer laws.
The Executive Branch of the State Government
Head again the description of the work of the Governor.
Match the correct numbers and letters on a separate paper.
1. lieutenant governor
2. state militia
3. executive branch
4. auditor
5. administrative
machinery
6 . budget
7. appropriations
8. patronage
9. civil service
10. preamjble
11. parole board
12. parole officer
a. a state armiy.
b. an officer in charge of check*
ing on paroled convicts.
c. a system: of giving out
positions to one's friends.
d. tests to get positions in the
public service.
e. one who checks accounts.
f. the first part of a
constitution.
g. materials and workers set up
to administer laws.
h. money voted for a purpose.
1. a group who decides on the
release of prisoners.
j. a governor's assistant.
k. a list of expenses.
1. the branch that enforces the
laws
.
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The Judicial Branch of the State Government
Read again the case of James Brown. Match the correct
letters and numbers.
1. docket a. a list of cases to try.
2. justices' court b. the right to free from a
court sentence.
3. justice of the peace c. a sm.all local court.
4. misdemieanor d. to ask for another court's
decision
.
5. original jurisdiction e. a sm.all crimie,
6. appeal f. a delay.
7. appellate jurisdiction g. the first trial of a case.
8. coujr.on law h. presides over a smiall
local court.
9. a reprieve i. the right to hear the
appeal of a case.
10. pardon j. books recording past cases.
Suggested Activities
1. Refer to suggestions at the end of the vocabulary
review on local governm.ent.
2. Dramatize a trial in a state court.
3. Make up riddles about the new words.
4. Draw a com.ic strip on the life of a bill going throu^
the State Legislature.
5. iv:ake a cross-word puzzle using the words of both the
local and state governments.

Our National Govemir:ent
The National Legislature (Congress)
Fights a Tax Battle
1.
Time: 12 P.M.
Place: the Johnson home
Every window in the house is dark but one. Every room
Is quiet but one. Everyone is asleep but one. The bright
window is the light in Mr. Johnson's study. This room: is
full of light and small noises. The noises are of rustling
papers, the scribbling of a pencil, the suppressed groans of
Mr. Johnson. Mr. Johnson is trying to make out his federal
income tax.
On his desk Mr. Johnson has the family budget. That
tells him how much he needs to keep his fam.ily well cared
for this year. Then Mr. Johnson has his other tax bills, his
poll tax and his property tax as well as his state incom.e
tax. When Mr. Johnson thinks of these taxes and all the
other indirect taxes like the gasolene tax and the sales tax,
Mr. Johnson feels smothered in taxes.
This year Mr. Jol-inson's position is worse than ever.
More m-oney is needed to balance the fam.ily budget. Property
taxes are up. Prices are up. His salary is higher but not
high enough. Mr. Johnson m.ay have to borrow a little money
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to pay his Incoire tax. He hates this idea. Borrowing money
is wasteful because a high interest rate is charged.
Next morning Mr. Johnson is pale and tired. He meets
several of his friends who are also pale and tired. All
have been struggling v/ith their federal income taxes.
One of his friends wants action "Let's write to
Congressmian White. li^Tien he was elected last fall, he
promised us lower taxes. Where are they? Let's show him we
intend for him to keep his prom-ise."
All agree this is a good idea. Many people over the
whole country feel the same way. Action is demanded of many
congressmen
.
2.
The mjailman hauled a bagful of letters into Congressman
White's office. The Congressmjan' s secretary reads over the
letters, handing some of themi over to the Congressman. By
now. Congressman White knows that his constituents (the
people whose district he represents) want a cut in the
federal incomje tax.
Congressman White bums a little midnight oil him.self •
He writes up a bill to guarantee a 20% incomie tax cut at ell
levels of incomie.
Several days later the bill is given a numiber and
introduced into the House of Representatives. It is called
H. R. 906. The, Speaker, who preside s at al 1 meet ings _of the

House, turns the bill over to the standing committee on Ways
and Means. This comnittee is always organized to discuss
taxation bills
.
The representatives on the Ways and Means Comjmittee know
that their work is most Important. The Constitution - our
fundairental law - gives Congress the right to levy taxes.
The right to raise money by means of income taxes is given in
an-1 amendm.ent of the Constitution.
The politicians as well as the comiron people are most
interested in H.R. 906. Congressm.an White is a m.ember of the
majority party in Congress. One of the planks of his party's
platform, last November election was the reduction of taxes.
When his party had their caucus, they decided that promilsing
to reduce taxes would gain themi many votes. It did. They
now control a majority of the votes in the House of Represent-]
atives and Senate. It would seem an easy job for them to get
the bill passed.
There are difficulties. For one thing the "farm, bloc"
does not favor the bill. The representatives from the farming|
states ("the farm, bloc") are Interested in getting federal
money to build dams for the control of floods and the
providing of cheap power for their farm.s • A reduced income
tax means a reduced budget. A reduced budget may very well
maean less money to help the farmers. So the "farm bloc" is
against H.R. 906. Some of the members of "farm, bloc" are
also m:embers of the majority party. If they vote for the

bill, they will lose the support of some of the voters of
their districts
.
Other representatives think the bill will cause in-
h
!
flation. They reason that the taxpayers with a lower incoBie
i
I
tax will spend more money. Because goods will then be
scarcer, prices will go up. High prices go with inflation.
Meanwhile, Mr. Johnson and his friends are just as
anxious to have H.R. 906 passed. They try to influence
Congress their way.
The fight is on. Pressure groups on both sides of the
»
question hire lobbyists to persuade Congressmen. Speeches
are made over the radio. Argum.ents appear in the newspapers.
Magazines publish articles about the bill. Pity the poor
(
Congressman^ His party leader back home says he will lose
the next election if he doesn't vote for it. His friends on
the "farm bloc" say they won't help him in the future if he
votes for it.
The Ways and Means Committee of the House is having a
hard time to make up their minds how such a bill would effect
the President's budget. The President has asked for a good
deal of money to run the government during the comiing fiscal
year. (A fiscal year is a business year usually beginning
July 1st). Besides the income tax revenue, the govemmient
expects to get mioney from, duties on imports, tariffs, excise
taxes (like cigarette taxes), fines and inheritance taxes.
Would cutting the incom.e tax reduce the appropriation of
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money necessary for import ant undertakings? Would it be
better to keep the present income tax and use the surplus to
reduce the national debt? The coiririttee ponders these
questions
.
After enduring many arguments, letters, telegram:s, and
lobbyists the comjrittee finally decides that it is right to
support H.R. 906. The bill is put on the Calendar of the
House. Soon it comes up for discussion.
The "farm, bloc" leaps into action and has the floor
m.any times during the House debates. Their fine speeches
will be written down in the "Congressional Record.
As opposed to the work of the "farm bloc", the majority
party "whip" tries to keep all party mem.bers firmly together
to support the bill. He succeeds. H.R. 906 is passed by
the House of Representatives.
3.
The people working against the bill are now detennined
to kill it in the Senate. They'll try to have it badly
am.ended or "pigeon holed" when it goes to the Senate com-
mittee. Pressure groups get their lobbies working on the
senators, - particularly those on the Senate Comjnittee which
considers H.R. 906.
Again the "party whip" and the "farm bloc" fight it out.
There are m.ore speeches, radio program.s, newspaper articles,
1
billboard advertisements.

After a surprisingly short discussion, the coirinlttee
approves the bill and the majority votes to iriake the measure
a law •
What will the President do?
4.
The President is a m.ember of the minority party. He
will not like to see his budget cut by a smaller income tax.
He wants all the money for the appropriations he recomjrended.
Yet so many of the voters are clamoring for a smaller Income
tax. Will he lose his position next election time If he
vetoes it?
After thinking it over for several days, the President
vetoes the bill.
Poor little H.R. 906/ Vetoed by the President, it must
now go back to Congress. A 2/3 majority will make it a law.
Again the old arguments break out. The House of Representa-
tives votes a 2/3 majority for the bill and H.R. 906 goes to
the Senate. '
Opposition is stronger in the Senate. Some senators try
a filibuster to prevent the vote being taken. They talk on
and on but run out eventually. The "farm bloc" speaks
strongly of ruined farm lands and hunger if appropriations
are cut down by the reduced income tax. The vote of the
Senate kills the bill. There are not enough votes to make
a 2/3 majority.
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Back home, the news makes Mr. Johnson and his friends a
little discouraged. They think of more midnight oil to bum
over the income tax. But perhaps prices will go down. They
decide to be hopeful.
Thinpis to talk about :
1. Give your opinion of pressure groups, lobbyists,
party "whips", caucuses, filibusters, "blocs".
2. What kind of a man would make a good Speaker of the
House?
3. What would you say in a letter to your Congressm.an
about income taxes?
4. Do you think it would be better to have higher
tariffs and lower incom.e taxes?
5. Do you consider building dam.s as imiportant as lower
incom:e taxes?
6. Would lower income taxes cause inflation?
7. V/as the President justified in his veto of H.R. 906?
Do you know these words ?
Use these v^ords to fill in blanks in the following
sentences: poll tax, constituents, the Speaker, standing
committee, levy, amendment, minority, majority, planks in a
party platform, caucus, "farm, bloc", inflation, pressure
groups, lobbyists, fiscal year, "party whip", "pigeon hole",
veto, override, filibuster.

1. Congressman White had many letters froit} his
2. The gave H.R. 906 to a
for consideration.
3. The right to
^
taxes is given in the
Constitution
•
4. In this story, the President was in the
party; the Congressman ViThite in the party.
5. Mr. Johnson had to pay his Income tax, property tax
and .
6. The are often decided at the party
7. Representatives from fotnring states were in the
8. Large spending power plus a small amount of goods may
cause .
9. The majority party worked hard to the
of the President.
10. The coKimittee wanted to kill the bill so they
decided to it.
11. The usually begins July 1st.
12. Congressmen are often approached by
about bills in Congress.
13 • The Senators who talked and talked to prevent voting
on the bill were attempting a .
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14. A number of people who try to Influence the vote of
a Congressman are usually called a •
The Chief Executive of Our Country
1.
When the President does decide to sign a bill passed by
Congress, it is usually quite an occasion. The President's
signing a bill makes it a law. He may sign several copies of
the bill, using a different pen each time. Photographers
take pictures for the newspapers. Somie people ask to keep the
pens as souvenirs.
If the President thinks a bill is unwise, he decides to
veto it. When he vetoes it, he sends it back to Congress with
a message explaining his action. Congress may override his
veto with a 2/3 vote making it a law. If the President
partly dislikes a bill, he may keep it unsigned over 10 days.
Then it becomes a law without his signature. If he keeps a
bill 10 days unsigned and, during those tan days. Congress
adjourns, the bill is killed. This is called a "pocket veto".
To sign bills or not to sign bills is only one of the
President's problems. Every morning his office gets hundreds
of letters from, all over the country. The President's
secretaries go over these letters and only bring to the
President's attention those of unusual interest or importance.
Once in a while a mentally sick person writes a
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threatening letter to the President. This type of person may
think that the Chief Executive is responsible for anything
wrong in any part of the country. Every so often a person
like this threatens the President with irnpeachir'ent . Iin-
peachment is accusing a President of something that prevents
him from being an able President. Most Presidents take such
letters as a joke. The majority of our Presidents have not
been seriously menaced by impeachm.ent
.
A great number of letters come asking for appointments
to various positions in the federal service. In the govem-
m.ent of a large country, there are many positions open. Some
of these are appointive; others come under civil service.
In the old days, all government positions were appointive.
That made the "spoils system" possible. Under the "spoils
system", a new President discharged most of the people in
federal positions and appointed his friends or supporters to
do work for which they might or might not be capable. In
somie cases, the work was so poorly done that it was a waste
of money. A reform m.easure was the setting up of a federal
agency called the Civil Service Commission. This Commission
provides examinations for many federal positions. This makes
sure that the workers have the necessary ability. Civil
service workers also have security in office. Appointive
positions have no examinations connected with them but there
is no tenure of office. A m.an in an appointive position may
be removed by the President at any time. It would be a great
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deal easier for the President if all positions were handled
by the Civil Service Cominission
.
After the President finishes his mail, he has a long
list of appointments. One type of visitor is particularly
trying. This is usually a lawyer who would like the Presi-
dent's pardon for a man or woman who has been found guilty
of a crime against the federal government. The lawyer or
representative of the criminal generally brings a long list
of arguments to persuade the President to use his power of
pardon. Somietimies not a pardon but a reprieve - a stay of
sentence - is asked. In any event, it is a difficult
position for the President. If the President Is symipathetic
and grants a reprieve or pardon, he may encourage crime.
This power of pardon is given to the President by the
Constitution.
Things to talk about:
1. If you were President, what infonnation would you
want before granting a reprieve or pardon?
2. Can you think of the value of having some federal
positions appointive?
3. What would be the disadvantages of the "spoils
system"?
4. Under what conditions would you favor impeachment of
a president?
5. Of what value is a "pocket veto" to a President?
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True or False. Write either T or P in front of each of the
following sentences:
1. A bill passed by Conp;ress and si^ed by the President
usually becomes a law.
2. A "pocket veto" more quickly kills a bill than an
ordinary veto.
3. Many presidents of this country have been impeached.
4. A bill passed by Congress and unsic^ied by the
President for over 10 days generally becomes a law.
5. All p;ovemm.ental positions are under the Civil Service
Commission.
6. An appointive position provides tenure of office.
7. The spoils system assures the government of competent
workers.
8. The President has the power to pardon federal
offenders
•
9. The impeachment of a President is a sreat honor.
10. The Constitution Rives the President the power to
pardon federal offenders.
2.
In addition to mail and visitors, the President must
attend many meetings. One of the most important meetings is
that of the Cabinet. The Cabinet is a group of ten men who
advise the Chief Executive on matters concerning the
•

administration of the country. Each F.an manages a different
department. The ten departments of the Cabinet are: State,
Treasury, War, Justice, Post Office, Navy, Interior,
Agriculture, Commerce and Labor. The chart below gives
briefly the most Important type of work covered by each.
DepartFaent V;ork
State
Treasury
War
Justice
Post Office
Navy
Interior
Agriculture
Commerce
Labor
In charge of our relations with other
countries
.
Collects revenue; makes our money and
stamps; controls trade in drugs, coast
guard Inspections of ships entering
our country and scientific research.
1/iilltary forces and their training.
Legal advice; directs U. S. district
attorneys
Mail service.
Naval forces and their training.
Guarding the resources of our country.
Help the farmers to insure food supplies
Helps trade; handles census every 10
years
.
Worklngman's troubles; naturalization
and immigration; care of wom^en and
children
.
Some people think there are too many departments in the
President's Cabinet; others say there are not enough. 7/hat
do you think? Why do you think it is also necessary to have
federal agencies?

i1
3.
The President's duties Include social occasions as well
as business. For instance, today he is motoring to the
airport to welcome an important visitor to Washington. The
visitor is the President of one of our neighboring countries.
The newspapers are very interested in this meeting between
our President and the visiting President because the visitor
represents a revolutionary party. After the revolution in
his country, people wondered if we would recognize the new
government. Weeks ago our country showed recognition to the
new government by receiving their ambassador officially and
sending one of ours to their country. Now our Chief Executive
is honoring them further by welcoming their president at the
airport
.
It is soFietimes tiresome for the President to spend time
greeting important officials, appointing ambassadors and
receiving those of other lands, and signing treaties and
agreements with other countries but the Constitution delegates
these powers to him. These powers are important because poor
relations with another country may lead to war. The Presi-
dent, however, cannot declare war. As comimander-in-chief of <i
the Army, he m^ay send our Army into disputed territory. This i
act may lead to war, but Congress alone has the power to
declare war. The Senate must also approve of the President's
appointments and the treaties he signs. The writers of our

Constitution wisely made It possible for Congress to check
the actions of the President.
Today as the President awaits his distinguished guest,
the Secretary of State is with him. The Secretary of State
is the Cabinet member in charge of our relations with other
countries. As the plane glides to a stop, a military band
strikes up and the guard of honor stands at attention. The
visiting president steps out and receives the welcome of our
I
highest officials. The party drives through the streets of
Washington where crowds of people are out to see the visitor.
The drive ends at the White House.
The White House is the center of the national capital's
social activities. All prominent visitors are entertained
there. Tonight a great dinner and reception are planned.
The distinguished guest is shown to a suite of rooFiS . Later
at dinner, he finds not only his host and hostess but a
great many other people. Members of the President's Cabinet
may be there. Ambassadors and representatives of many other
countries will probably attend. The president's wife m^ust
be very careful in seating these persons according to rank.
The President m^ust not only attend but he is usually required
to make a speech. At the reception afterwards, he must
attend and greet hundreds of people. It Is a colorful
occasion but rather trying.
V/hen one thinks of all the bills that must be read and
acted upon, all the letters to be read and answered, the
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visitors who must be seen, the meetings to be attended, the
Important guests to be welcomed, the social functions to
attend, one can easily understand why fishing is a favorite
form of relaxation for a President.
Things to talk about ;
1. Do you think $75,000 a year is too much pay for the
President?
2. Should the President have less power than Congress?
3. Y/ould a good President send troops into disputed
territory?
4. How should a President select an am.bassador to go in
to a foreign country?
5. Is it right for Congress to be able to control the
money spent by the executive department?
6. Vtfould more departmjents be advisable in the President's
Cabinet?
7. How many term-s should a President serve?
Completion Vvork . In your own words, com-plete the following ,
sentences.
1. An ambassador is
2. The White House is
3. The Secretary of State is concerned with
4. Recognizing a country means
5. As commander-in-chief of the amy, the President can
I
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6. Congress can check the President by
7. The President gets his powers froDi the
8. The work of the Cabinet is
9. The departments of the Cabinet are
10, Some social duties of the President are
The Highest Court in Our Land
SUPKElViE COURT CALLS
LAW UNCONSTITUTIONAL
These headlines startled the nation a few years ago.
Congress had passed a billjthe president had signed^making it
a law. The judges of the United States Suprem.e Court studied
the law and decided it was unconstitutional. It was no
longer a law. This affair reminded people forcefully of the
importance of the Supreme Court and constitutional lew.
When the writers of the Constitution organized our
government, they wanted no branch - executive, legislative,
or judicial - to be too powerful. They wanted no dictator-
ship of any part of the government. For this reason, they
tried to balance the powers of the Congress, the President
and the Supreme Court. The Suprem-e Court was given the task
of interpreting the Constitution making its meaning clear in
order to insure our country's keeping democracy.
The Suprem.e Court has very important work. A Supreme
Court judge m.ust be a learned man. The President, with the

consent of Senate, appoints these judges. There are not many
to appoint because the Supreir:e Court judges serve for life.
They are called Chief Justice and Associate Justices. Since
the Chief Justice and Associate Justices do not have to worry
about getting elected for a new tern, it is supposed that they
can concentrate better on their work and be irore fair in
their decisions. Do you think this is so?
When the Supreme Court declared a law unconstitutional,
it was using the right of judicial review. A law judged un-
constitutional by the Chief Justice and the eight Associate
Justices is called null and void. The majority must vote to
have a law called null and void. What would a m.ajority vote
of the nine members be?
Not m.any laws are brought before the Supreme Court for
judicial review. The Supremie Court has to work on other
matters too. They have had both original and appellate
jurisdiction in different cases. When representatives of
foreign countries are in legal difficulty, the Supreme Court
has original jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has appellate
jurisdiction in cases coming from the lower federal courts,
the Federal District Court and the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Persons found guilty of federal crimes in a Federal District
Court may appeal to a higher court. The next higher court
Is the Circuit Court of Appeals. Any appeal fromi this court
com.es finally to the Supreme Court.
There are many books written up to record the work of

the Supreire Court. Every important case considered is writter
up. When a Justice of the Supreme Court does not agree with
the vote of the irajority on a case, he often writes his
opinion. What he writes is called a dissent or dissenting
opinion. These dissenting opinions are preserved as well as
the other records.
Thinpcs to talk about :
1. Why should records be kept of Supreire Court cases?
2. V^hat v;ould be the value of knowing a dissenting
opinion?
3. What should the President consider when appointing a
Supreire Court judge?
4. What is the difference between original and appellate
jurisdiction?
5. Why should the Supreire Court have original juris-
diction in cases involving foreign ambassadors?
6. How does the right of judicial review protect the
rights of the American people?
Do you know these words : Use the following words to fill in
blanks in the sentences: appellate jurisdiction, original
jurisdiction, dissenting opinion, null and void, judicial
review. Federal District Court, Circuit Court of Appeals.
These expressions may be used more than once.
1. In all ordinary federal crimes, the
Jiaa. original .iurlsdictjlon . _
_
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2. When a case is appealed fi^oin the Federal District
Court it comes under the of the Circuit Court
of Appeals
.
3. The Supreme Court has in cases in-
volving ambassadors.
4. The Supreme Court has in cases com.ing
from lower federal courts.
5. An opinion which disagrees with that of the majority
of the Supreme Court is called a (n) .
6. A law declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court
is called •
7. A case appealed from the Federal District Court would
usually go to the .
8. When the Supremie Court declares a law unconstitutional,
it is using the right of .
Read again the story of the income tax bill. Match the
expressions in column one with those nearest in meaning in
column 2. Place the correct letter before the number in
CO lujnn 1
.
Example
:
Vocabulary Reviews
Legislative Branch
5 1. Poll tax (a) a tax paid to Washington
(b) a barber's tax
(c) a tax paid to a city or
town.

Co luF.n 1
1. constituents (a
(c
2. the Speaker (a
(b
(c
3. standing coiDKittee (a
(b
(c
4. amendicent (a
(b
(c
5. caucus (a
(b
(c
6. "farn; bloc" (a
(b
(c.
7. Inflation (a
(b
(c
8. pressure group (a
(b
(c
9. lobbyist (a
(b
(c
10. fiscal year (a
(b
(c
11. revenue (a
(b
(c
12. Congressional Record (a
(b
(c
Colunm 2
the voters of a district
residents of Washington, D.C.
officers of Congress
a comiTfittee to inspect stands
a permanent committee
a new committee
an addition to the constitution
a new town law
an addition to the White House
a social club
a politically organized group
building inspectors
a daily newspaper
a phonograph
a written account of the doings
of Congress
a meeting of politicians
a loud noise
a public official
a building
a number of representatives
a farming tool
high prices
unemployment
plenty of saleable goods
presides over the Cabinet
a guest orator
presides over the House of
Representatives
influences legislation
builds lobbies for hotels
a Congressman
a business year
a long year
leap year
a return engagement
money from taxes
money for the voters

13. "party whip"
14. "pigeon holing"
15. veto
16. filibuster
(a) a torture instrument
(b) a leader of political party
(c) a new dessert
(a) putting a bill aside
(b) holing pigeons
(c) playing golf
(a) a voting machine
(b) a refusal to approve
(c) a Congressional bill
( a ) a law
(b) long speech
(c) an engine
2. Executive Branch
Read again about the President's work
as given in the preceding exercise.
Follow directions
1# "pocket veto"
2. impeacl'iiiient
3. "spoils system"
4. Civil Service
Commission
5. tenure of office
6. the Cabinet
(a) a part of a suit
(b) a bill given a 2/3 m.ajority
(c) a bill unsigned by the Presi-
dent when Congress adjourns
(a) the execution of a President
(b) accusing a President
(c) guarding the President
(a) distributing jobs to friends
(b) a means of preserving food
(c) a means of passing bills
through Congress
(a) investigates criminals
(b) exam;in es workers
(c) checks on the President
(a) the usual salary
(b) a piece of furniture
(c) security in holding a
position
(a) a group of advisers to the
President
(b) a group of newspaper men
(c) a piece of furniture

7. ambassador
8. Secretary of State
9. Constitution
10. The White House
(a
(b
(c
(a
(b
(c
(a
(b
(c
(a
(b
(c
an elected officer
one who represents a country-
one who represents a coiripany
keeps our national records
Is In charge of the States
Is In charge of foreign
relations
the oldest law In the world
the fundamental law
has been abolished
where Congress meets
where all am.bassadors live
where the President lives
3.
The Judicial Branch
Read again the part about the Supreme Court. Follow
the directions of the preceding exercises.
1. The United States
Supreme Court
2. Chief Justice
3. Judicial review
4. null and void
(a) the highest city court
(b) the highest county court
(c) the highest court in our
country
(a) head of the F.B.I.
(b) chief judge of the
Supreme Court
(c) chief judge of the count^j
court
(a) the right to say a law
is unconstitutional
(b) the right to review a
Congressman's record
(c) the right to judge an
anry
(a) empty
(b) not lawfully binding
(c) useless
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5. majority (a) more than half
(b) less than half
(c) everyone
6. original (a) the right to judge serious criinei
jurisdiction (b) the right to select a jury
(c) the control of the first trial
of a case
7. appellate (a) the control of appeal cases frcm
jurisdiction lower courts
(b) the control of the granting of
appeals
(c) the control of pardons
8. Federal District (a) the final court of appeals
Court (b) the lowest federal court
(c) the V/ashlngton, D.G. court
9. Circuit Court of (a) a court which considers cases
Appeals from the Supreirje Court
(b) a court which considers cases
from the Federal District
courts
(c) a county court
10. a dissenting (a) a majority opinion
opinion (b) a Chief Justice's opinion
(c) an opinion disagreeing with the
majority
Activity Suggestions
1. Refer back to those given at the end of the
vocabulary reviews of local and state governments.
2. By means of pantomilnes or charades, show one or more
of the activities of Congress, the President or the Supreme
Court
.
3. Make a series of sketches to illustrate the work of
the President's Cabinet.
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4, Make a sircple diagram of the three branches of our
national government.
5. t'ake a collection of clippings about the national
government. Underline words in the clippings that you have
learned in this unit.
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of Reading , McGraw Hill Book Company, N.Y. 1946, pgs.
278-285, 342, 386-392.
Pressey and Robinson, Psychology and the New Education ,
Harper Brothers, N.Y, 1947.
Race, Henrietta V., Psychology of Learning Through Experience,
Glnn and Company, Boston, 1938.
Whitly, Paul, Design for Reading Instruction In the Modern
School - The Pocket Magazine , May 1947.
Skahan, Mary, Improving Reading in the Social Studies , 1946
(thesis )
.
Civics Texts Used for Vocabulary Study
Adam.s and Walker, Democratic Citizenship in Today'
s
World,
Charles Scrlbner's Sons, N.Y. 1944.
Blough and McClure, Fundamentals of Citizenship , Laidlaw
Brothers, N.Y. 1940.

Brown, Howard E., Your Life In a DeE.ocracy . J. B. Llplncott
Coirpany, N.Y. 1944.
Capen and Melchior, V/o rth to the World , American Book
Company, N.Y. 1942.
Crawford, Cooley and Trilllngham, Livlnp; Your Life , D. C.
Heath & Company, Boston, 1940.
Dill, Clarence C, How Congress Makes Laws , Clarence C. Dill,
Washington, D.C. 1940.
Freeland and Adams, America and the TTew Frontier , Charles
Scribners Sons, N.Y. 1933.
Hepner, W. R. and Hepner, P. R., The Good Citizen , Houghton,
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1924.
Hill, Howard C, The Life and Work of the Citizen, Glnn and
Co., 1935.
Hix, Kingsbury and Reed, Towards a Better World , Charles
Scribners Sons, N.Y., 1943.
Hughes, R. 0., Building; Citizenship , Allyn and Bacon, Boston,
1943.
Johnson and Alexander, Citizenship , Ginn and Company, Boston,
1944.
Keohane and Keohane, Exploring Your Community , Harcourt
Brace and Com'pany, N.Y., 1940,
Krug and Juillen, Living in Our Community , Scott Foresman
Company, N.Y. 1946.
Manley, Edward, The Pursuit of Happiness , Benjam.in H. Sanborn
& Company, N.Y., 1929.
Reinow, Robert, Calling: All Citizens
, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1944.
Seaver, Charles K., Civics of Today , Benjamin H. Sanborn and
Company, N.Y., 1934.
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